A biomechanical evaluation of CNT-grown bone.
Beside their biochemical properties, the exceptional mechanical characteristics of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) suggested growing a reinforced composite material very similar to natural bone in structure and chemical composition, but significantly stronger and stiffer. This is where biomechanical considerations portray themselves to justify the need for further investigations, in order to verify the applicability of CNTs as scaffolds that may ease bone regeneration and simultaneously raise its mechanical strength and durability. This research, using several modeling approaches, attempts to look at some of the mechanical changes likely to take place in the promised artificial tissue, while considering the relationships between mechanical and living functions of bone, particularly the remodeling process. Results suggest that notwithstanding the significant improvements induced to the mechanical behavior of the artificial tissue, applications of such stiff inclusions as CNTs in reinforcing the material of bone may detrimentally change the thresholds of mechanical stimuli that are essential for the initiation and resumption of the bone remodeling process.